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Release Notes 

 
TrustVault LogiQ 
Version: 2.5-1 
Released: October 2014 
 

Thank you for using TrustSphere software.  This Release Notes document identifies features and 
functionality that have been added to this release. 

 

Compatibility & Pre-requisites  

This release is compatible with, or requires as a minimum, the following components: 

 None 

New Features 

 Business Rules Engine – to allow automated alerting setup via API 
 Domino Connector 
 Alpha release of PST/OST Import Tool. 

Enhancements 

 Log connector now supports use of a domain list file for local domains 
 Improved resilience for Domino connector 
 Improvements to upgrade service 
 Added subject search to v2 MI API 
 Removed ISP/High performance mode (as all modes are now high performance!) 
 Rename logiq_fastcgi to logiq-frontends  
 Greater resilience for MQ component 

Removed Features 

 None 
 
Resolved Issues 

 [LQ-702] - When sender rate limiting is enabled or a licence is invalid, relationships aren't 
updated/created. 

 [LQ-801] - BRE - no_contact matching - housekeeper 
 [LQ-808] - Not possible to extract voice relationships from Mongo using MI API 
 [LQ-819] - LLC always sets inc=0 for internal messages 
 [LQ-846] - Blank Intel Messagedata Report (download from GUI) 
 [LQ-847] - UNKNOWN.SUSPICIOUS result does not revalidate SPF entries before returning 

the result. 
 [LQ-857] - Update_SPF - single threaded, not using async. 
 [LQ-862] - Illegal subject lines causing JSON parse errors in TrustView 
 [LQ-867] - restarting tyrant can make nginx hang 
 [LQ-870] - Shared Whitelist using freemailer threshold instead of normal 
 [LQ-872] - On systems with IPv6 enabled, AcceptFrom doesn't include IPv6 + Unauthorised 

queries populate message logs. 
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 [LQ-878] - MI API : get_messagedata does not support multiple search, (+) button in the Flex 
Console should be removed/disabled 

 [LQ-880] - Domino connector - last processed time stopping further fetches of data. 
 [LQ-883] - Upgrade issue between 2.4-339 and 2.5-0 
 [LQ-884] - Whitelist Growth Stats extra count 
 [LQ-886] - Curl Query Message Data saved in a 1970/1 db collection 
 [LQ-888] - Monthly counters always use os.time/rather than the t= parameter for 

inbound/outbound messages 
 [LQ-889] - AWE::Replication Caught a die signal error crashes aggregator 
 [LQ-890] - MongoDB Replication Couldn't Initiate Error 
 [LQ-895] - cgi session files are never removed from the /tmp folder 
 [LQ-897] - Loss of info data when @ is found in info param 
 [LQ-901] - [27813] (DEBUG) AWE::HKPR::hareplication - Rsync error.  
 [LQ-902] - (ERROR) AWE::Query 
 [LQ-904] - LogiQ QueryLog Aggregator dies because of corrupted Trust Cloud tct db 
 [LQ-905] - Housekeeper time starting jobs a little bit early than scheduled. 
 [LQ-906] - Query.pm FATAL errors - JSON decoding/encoding issues.  
 [LQ-907] - Message data searches not operating correctly on new int1/int2 servers 
 [LQ-912] - garbage in makes MI API JSON fail 
 [LQ-917] - Upgrade of LogiQ changes nginx_fastcgi to disable TrustView 
 [LQ-920] - MI API v2 Subject search not becoming a regex correctly. 
 [LQ-926] - LogiQ curls stopped responding; coincides with Salesforce related 

processes/queries 
 [LQ-937] - When using query interface from ipv6 capable host, the http_ip is in ipv6 format 

and gets BLOCKED 
 [LQ-938] - When a domain group is invalid, this is not logged to the logfile, and the response 

is wrong. 
 [LQ-947] - Bug in MI API for GJSON output, where the OLDEST mi and mo values are given 
 [LQ-951] - TV domino connector : malformed email address found 
 [LQ-952] - expire routine appears to cause disasters.... 
 [LQ-953] - API timed out when adding a domaingroup/domain in v2.5-152. 
 [LQ-955] - AWE::Aggregator regex for adding domains initial greedy wildcard leads to 

matching in AdminUser section 
 [LQ-956] - Restore does not work. 
 [LQ-957] - User Management : next button not working 
 [LQ-960] - MI Searches which return large amounts of data may only return a subset. 
 [LQ-961] - MongoDB Error at midemo.logiq-asp.com MongoDB::Collection - Caught a die 

signal at: inserts cannot contain the . character 
 [LQ-966] - LogiQ Replication Error - Can't locate object method "send" via package 

"MongoDB::Connection" 
 [LQ-971] - Add a check if openssh-clients is installed as part of LogiQ installation 
 [LQ-984] - Messagedata incorrectly escaping all subjects. 
 [LQ-921] - Double check that v2.5-0 to v2.5-1 upgrade with Mongo replication enabled 

correctly leaves bind_ip and replSet values in config 
 [LQ-928] - SalesForce XML parser cannot cope with '<>' in returned messagedata 
 [LQ-929] - LogiQ Resilience - Restart Log 
 [LQ-942] - Upgrade MongoPerl module for BRE due to 

https://jira.mongodb.org/browse/PERL-264 
 [LQ-949] - LogiQ installer should not be prompting for discovery install 

 

Known Issues 

 None 


